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1.  ????????????????????????????????????
??????????2016???????Garner’s Modern English Usage?4???
?GMEU4???????the Google Ngram Viewer?????????????
?????????GMEU4?????3????Garner’s Modern American 
Usage?3????GMAU3???????????GMEU4??????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
????????GMAU3?GMEU4???????????GMEU4????
???????Merriam-Webster’s Advanced Learner’s English Dictionary?2? 
?2017? ??MWALED2??Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current 
English?9??2015???OALD9??????????????????????
GMEU4?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????
2. GMEU4?????????????????????????????3??
??????????Garner’s Modern American Usage??GMEU4?????
?American????English?????????????????????World 
Garner’s Modern English Usage
?4???????????
??  ??
? 2?
?? ????Garner’s Modern English Usage ?4???????????
English???????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????
GMEU4???GMAU3?????????the Language-Change Index???
??????????????????????????5???????Stage 1: 
Rejected?Stage 2: Widely shunned?Stage 3: Widespread but . . . ?Stage 4: 
Ubiquitous but . . . ?Stage 5: Fully accepted?????????????1  GMEU4
????????????????????????????3?????????
???
GMAU3??????NEXIS?WESTLAW?the Oxford English Corpus?????
??????????????GMEU4???????1????????????
???????????the Google database?????the Google Ngram Viewer
??????????????????????????????ngram???????
??????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
?????GMEU4????current ratio?????????????GMEU4???
??current ratio???2008??206,272????????Google????????
???????GMEU4???????????????????2,300?????
?word-frequency ratio??????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????GMEU4???1,000????????
????A??Z??????????????????????GMAU3?876?
????????GMEU4??983???????107??????????
Garner??GMEU4 ?????????Have my editorial recommendations 
1 The Language-Change Index?????GMEU4?p. xxxi, pp. l-lii?????????
????????????????????????????????10??????
??????????????????????School-Grade Analogy???Stage 1: F?
Stage 2: D?Stage 3: C?Stage 4: B?Stage 5: A????
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changed because of big data? Yes?a few of them. But on the whole, ngrams have 
borne out the overwhelming majority of judgments expressed in my earlier usage 
books.? GMEU4, p. xii???????????????Finegan ?2017??GMEU4
???????? . . . the ngrams have prompted changes in various entries . . . ? p. 
122?????????????????GMAU3?GMEU4??????????
?????the Google Ngram Viewer?????GMEU4???????????
???????????????????3????????
Garner??????. . . given the evidence that I have before me, what judgments 
would such eminent predecessors such as H. W. Fowler and Theodore Bernstein 
have made?? GMEU4, p. xii????????????????????????
?????????????????GMEU4????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
3. ?????GMAU3?GMEU4??????????????A?????????
A?????GMAU3???81???????9.2%??GMEU4??????89??
?????9.1%??????????????
????????????the Language-Change Index????Stage?????
?????????
Stage 1: A new form emerges as an innovation?or a dialectal form persists?among 
a small minority of the language community, perhaps displacing a 
traditional usage. [Stage 1: Rejected]
Stage 2: The form spreads to a significant fraction of the language community but 
remains unacceptable in standard usage. [Stage 2: Widely shunned]
Stage 3: The form becomes commonplace even among many well-educated people 
but is still avoided in careful usage. [Stage 3: Widespread but . . .]
Stage 4: The form becomes virtually universal but is opposed on cogent grounds by 
a few linguistic stalwarts?die-hard snoots?. [Stage 4: Ubiquitous but . . .]
? 4?
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Stage 5: The form is universally accepted?not counting pseudo-snoot eccentrics?. 
[Stage 5: Fully accepted]
?GMEU4, p. xxxi. [  ]????????Literal Shorthand References?????
?Invariably inferior forms???? ????????????
3.1???GMEU4??????????3.2????????????????
???????????????????????GMAU3???????GMEU4
?????????0??????2  ?????GMEU4????????????
GMEU4??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????GMAU3?GMEU4??????
?????????????????????????????????????
??????????????GMEU4?????????MWALED2?OALD9
??????????MWALED2????????????Lexis-Nexis????
OALD9???the Oxford English Corpus?????????
3.1  GMEU4???????????61??????3  ????????????
34???e.g. accelerate??????????8???e.g. abjurer; abjuror????
?????????1???e.g. antepenultimate??????????????3??
?e.g. academy; academia; academe????????????????7???e.g. 
Achilles’ heel; Achilles tendon??????????????????1???e.g. 
anchor baby???????????????????7???e.g. absentia, in [in 
2 GMAU3?aweigh??GMEU4???away; aweigh????GMEU4??????
???anchors aweigh??????????????GMAU3?aweigh??????
?anchors aweigh?????????????????????????????
GMAU3?aweigh??????????????????????GMEU4???
away; aweigh????????????????????????
3 GMAU3?ANTI-??GMEU4???????anti-??????????????????
??????????GMEU4?????????????????????
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absentia??]??????????????????????????????????
????????????
?1? again
GMEU4  [A]gain, like against, is preferably pronounced in AmE with an /e/ in the 
second syllable?hence /?-gen/ and /?-genst/. The pronunciations 
/?-gayn/ and /?-gaynst/ are chiefly BrE variants . . . The pronunciations 
/?-gin/ and /?-ginst/ are frequent among less educated speakers . . .
Again??2??????????????????? /e/??????????
/ay/?page?????????GMEU4 p. xxix?????????????????
????????????/i/????????????????????????
???????????????????
MWALED2?????/e/????OALD9?????/e/??????????
???????????????MWALED2?OALD9?????????/i/??
?????????????????????
??????Longman Pronunciation Dictionary?3????LPD3??????
????????????????/e/???????????????????
97%?????3%??????????????80%?20%??????????
??/e/???????4
?2? April Fool’s Day; April Fools’ Day
GMEU4  The singular-possessive form has been consistently more common since 
the term became popular in the mid-19th century. 
Current ratio: 2:1
4 LPD3??????????????????1993??1999-2002??????????
1988??1998??2007?????????
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GMEU4?????????April Fool’s Day????????????April 
Fools’ Day?????????????????Invariably inferior forms?????
? ?????????????????????????2?1????
MWALED2?????GMEU4???????????????MWALED2???
April Fools’ Day or April Fool’s Day????????????MWALED2???
or?????2???????????????????????????(p. 12a)?
???OALD9???April Fool’s Day or All Fools’ Day???????????
????????????????All Fools’ Day??????????????
?3? Asian; Asiatic
GMEU4  Asian is the predominant adjective for people or things from or related to 
Asia. Until the 1950s, Asiatic was 8 to 12 times as common in print as 
Asian. But after WW?, Asian rapidly became preferred and now 
predominates by a 14-to-1 ratio. Today, Asiatic is limited to academic 
uses such as Asiatic style ?florid rhetoric?, Asiatic mode of production 
?Marxist economic theory?, and Asiatic lion ?zoology?.
?2????????Asian??????????????????????the 
Google Ngram Viewer?????????????????GMEU4??????
???Asian?Asiatic????????14?1?Asian??????????
????Asian?Asiatic?????MWALED2???Asian??????of or 
relating to Asia or its people?? Asiatic??of or relating to Asia??????????
?Asiatic should not be used to describe people.?????????OALD9????
????????of or connected with Asia?????Asiatic????specialist???
??????????GMEU4?????Asiatic???????????????
?????????????MWALED2?????2?????????????
????????????OALD9??????????????????????
?????????????????
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3.2?GMAU3?GMEU4??????????????????????????
???????????current ratio????2????????????GMEU4?
????????????
?1? access, vb.
GMEU4  As a verb, access has its origins in COMPUTERESE. Like a number of other 
nouns turned into verbs ?e.g., contact?, it now seems increasingly well 
ensconced in the language. . . . But outside computing and electronic 
contexts, using access as a verb still jars sensitive ears. Avoid the verb if 
there’s a ready substitute . . .  
LANGUAGE-CHANGE INDEX access as a verb outside computing 
contexts <accessing the books>: Stage 4
Access?????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????GMAU3???Stage 3 ?Widespread 
but . . .???????GMEU4???Stage 4 ?Ubiquitous but . . .?????????
??????????????
MWALED2?????access?????to gain access to ?something?: such as a: 
to be able to use, enter, or get near ?something? . . . b: to open or load ?a computer 
file, an Internet site, etc????????????????????????????
?????????MWALED2??????OALD9????1?????computing? 
to open a computer file in order to get or add information????????????
?????????????2???????formal? to reach, enter or use sth???
??????????????????????????????????????
???????MWALED2????????access??????????????
?????????????????????????????
? 8?
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?2? accoutrement
GMEU4  [A]ccoutrement ?= a supplementary item of dress or equipment; 
accessory? is predominantly so spelled in AmE and BrE alike, and 
always has been. Though given preference in several American 
dictionaries, accouterment has never prevailed in print. 
Current ratio ?World English?: 7:1 
?AmE?: 6:1
GMAU3????????accouterment??????GMEU4?????
accoutrement?????GMEU4??????????GMAU3????????
???????????GMAU3?????????????accouterment???
?????????accoutrement?????????????GMEU4?????
???????????????accoutrement???????????????
GMEU4?????????????GMEU4???????????????the 
Google Ngram Viewer???????????????Accoutrement?
accouterment????????????7?1??????????6?1?????
???????????????
MWALED2???????accoutrement or US accouterment????????
?????accouterment?????????????OALD9???????
accoutrements?????US also accouterments?????????????
MWALED2?OALD9????accouterment?s??????????????????
?3? adviser
GMEU4  [A]dviser has been the standard spelling since the early 17th century. 
Advisor is a variant that became common in the 20th century but remains 
marginally less frequent.
Current ratio ?adviser vs. advisor?: 1.1:1
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GMAU3???adviser?advisor?????????[A]dviser is the standard 
spelling. Advisor is a variant.???????????GMEU4?????????
?????????????20??????????????advisor??????
GMAU3??? ?????????GMEU4????? ???????Adviser
?advisor????????1.1?1????
MWALED2?OALD9???adviser???? also advisor??????????
????????MWALED2????????????also??????????
???????????????(p. 12a)?OALD9??also??????????
??????????????(p. vii)?
?4? after having [+ past participle]
GMEU4  This construction is ordinarily incorrect for after [+ present participle]. 
That is, although either having gone on for ten years or after going on 
for ten years makes sense, coupling after with having [+ past participle] 
makes a REDUNDANCY . . . 
LANGUAGE-CHANGE INDEX after having been for after being: Stage 3  
Current ratio ?after being vs. after having been?: 6:1
After????????????????????GMEU4???????????
GMAU3??????????????Stage??GMAU3???Stage 4 ?Ubiquitous 
but . . .???????GMEU4???Stage 3 ?Widespread but . . .???????
After being?after having been?????6?1????After having been???
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????
MWALED2?OALD9??????????????????????????
?5? all
GMEU4  The better construction is to omit of and write, when possible, ?All the 
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attempts failed.? Since the beginnings of Modern English, the phrasing 
all the ?+ plural noun? has vastly predominated over all of ?+ plural 
noun?: the of-variant was essentially nonexistent till the turn of the 20th 
century, and even now it is not nearly as frequent in print sources, 
whether in AmE or BrE. . . . Although all of is more common in AmE 
than in BrE, it should generally be avoided in all formal writing.
Current ratio ?all the vs. all of the?: 8:1
All the?all of the?????GMAU3????????The more formal 
construction?????????GMEU4????The better construction??????
???????????GMEU4?????all of ???????????????
??????????????????????GMAU3??in formal writing???in 
all formal writing???????all??????????GMEU4?????????
??????????????all the ?+ plural noun??????all of ?+ plural 
noun?????????????????????????????All of????
??????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
???????????????All the?all of the?8?1?????????of?
???????????????????????5
MWALED2?OALD9??????all the?all of the????????????
?????????????????????????????????
?6?analyst; analyzer; analyzist
GMEU4  The first is standard in reference to a person who analyzes. The second is 
5 GMEU4??all of?????????2????????????????1???
???????all of them????????2????? . . . all of Jones’ ego-stroking 
maneuvers and incessant need for attention . . . ????????????????????
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a NEOLOGISM for software that examines data for patterns, relationships, 
etc. The third is a NEEDLESS VARIANT. 
GMAU3???analyzer?analyzist?? ???????????2?????
?NEEDLESS VARIANTS?????????GMEU4?????analyzer??????
? ????????????????????????????Analyzer???
???????????????????????6 
MWALED2?OALD9??????analyzer????????analyzist????
?????????
?7?another think coming; another thing coming
GMEU4  The traditional idiom is ?If you think X, you’ ve got another think 
coming.? That phrasing has predominated since the expression became 
popular in the early 20th century. It may not be funny anymore, but it 
makes sense: X is wrong, so eventually you’ re going to think Y instead. 
But a surprising number of writers substitute thing for think, which is 
grammatical but not even vaguely clever.?
LANGUAGE-CHANGE INDEX another thing coming for another think 
coming: Stage 4  
Current ratio ?another think coming vs. another thing coming?: 
1.6:1
?If you think X, you’ve got another think coming?X????????????
????????????????another think coming?think?????thing
????????????????????????????GMAU3????The 
6 ?????????????GMEU4??? analyzer; analyzist? analyzer??
??? ?????????????
? 12?
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OED records this usage from 1937 ?s.v. think?.???????GMEU4???think
????another think coming?????20?????????????????
the Google Ngram Viewer?????????????????????????
??????????7  GMAU3?GMEU4??????????????????
?????????????Stage???????GMAU3???another think 
coming??????another thing coming????????Stage 1 ?Rejected??
?????GMEU4???Stage 4 ?Ubiquitous but . . .?????????????
???Another think coming?another thing coming????? 1.6?1????
MWALED2??think ?n.??????????have another think coming??
thing?????????have another thing coming????????OALD9??
think ?n.??????????you’ve got another think coming?????????
thing??????????thing???????????????????
MWALED2?OALD9?????????
?8? anyplace
GMEU4  [A]nyplace for anywhere has appreciably crept into print sources only 
since the early 1960s. It remains nonstandard . . . 
LANGUAGE-CHANGE INDEX anyplace for anywhere: Stage 1  
Current ratio ?anywhere vs. anyplace?: 64:1
Anyplace???????anywhere?????????????????????
???????GMAU3???? [A]nyplace is inferior to anywhere???????
GMEU4?????1960????????????anyplace?anywhere????
?????????????????????????????nonstandard????
??????????Anyplace?anywhere????????????GMAU3???
Stage 3 ?Widespread but . . .???????GMEU4???Stage 1 ?Rejected?????
7 OED = The Oxford English Dictionary ?2nd ed.?. ?1989?.
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?????????GMEU4????????????the Google Ngram Viewer
???anywhere?anyplace????64?1??????????????????
????
MWALED2?OALD9??????anyplace ?adv.??????????????
????GMEU4??????nonstandard???????????
?9? aquarium
GMEU4  The anglicized plural aquariums has been predominant in AmE and 
World English since the 1980s. In BrE, the predominant plural is still 
aquaria, though now by a very slender margin. 
Current ratio ?World English?: 2:1
GMAU3??????????????Pl. aquariums or ?less good?  aquaria.?
?????GMEU4?????aquarium???????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????aquariums???????????aquaria?????2?1?
????2??????GMEU4???????????????????????
??????????????????the Google Ngram Viewer???????
??????????
MWALED2?OALD9??????aquarium????????aquariums?
aquaria????or???????????
?10? avertable
GMEU4  So spelled?no longer avertible. Though the -i- spelling was once 
standard. The -a- spelling became predominant in the 1980s and remains 
so.
Current ratio: 5:1
? 14?
?? ????Garner’s Modern English Usage ?4???????????
GMAU3???avertable?????avertible????????????????
??????????????So spelled?not avertable.??????GMEU4?
????????????????????????Avertable?avertible???
????5?1????GMEU4???avertable?1980????????????
?????????????????the Google Ngram Viewer????????
????????????
MWALED2?OALD9???avertable?avertible??????????????
????????????????
4. GMEU4???GMAU3??????????????????????????
???the Google Ngram Viewer?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
??????????
?????GMEU4???A????????????????????????
???????????????????GMEU4?????the Google Ngram 
Viewer??????????????????????????????????
?GMEU4????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????GMEU4??????????????MWALED2?OALD9?
?????????????GMEU4??????????????????????
??????????????GMEU4????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
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